
AN ANALYSIS OF THE SOCIAL DISORDERS OF THE GIRLS IN THE MOVIE

An Analysis of Power And Social Dynamics In 'Mean Girls'. The movie has such enduring power and is quoted so much
because it sheds light on real.

Advertisement: I've been a huge fan of "Unbreakable" from the moment Samuel L. Check out this article!
Matthew Rozsa Matthew Rozsa is a breaking news writer for Salon. Not only that but the girls are blamed for
things out of their control and trivial things as well. Incidentally the main character, played by Winona Ryder,
is named Susanna. This isn't the first time that Shyamalan has exploited mental illness in this way, as major
plot points in films from "The Sixth Sense" and "The Village" to "The Visit" all depend on acts of violence
being perpetrated by individuals with psychological disorders. She sheds away her sweet, good girl side to
embrace her darker side in order to please her demanding, sexually aggressive director. The scenes were
disturbing, fascinating and mysterious in a way that it was tough to interpret reality. I would argue that the
same thing is true about many other mental health conditions. The unrealistic standards set for younger female
viewers watching the movie are also scary. Shyamalan's films reduce the meaning of having any kind of
mental health condition to merely having potential for disruptiveness and violence. The writer of Mean Girls
however, is a woman - Tina Fey. It doesn't help that another one of Kevin's personalities is a pedophile who
forces the girls to dance in various stages of undress, which plays up the prejudice that mentally ill people are
more likely than others to be sexual predators. They are shamed for being sexually active and being ignorant
but are not given proper sex education in school because the teacher is not knowledgeable and too busy
sleeping with students to teach properly. Sierra Burgess is A Loser is a great and recent example of this. The
movie, overall, is a beautiful yet frightening depiction of disorders like Ocd, self harm, bulimia, anorexia and
schrizophenia. Scenes such as the one where she scratches her back until she gets the swan shaped ruptures of
the black swan, thrilled the audience and kept them deeply engrossed in the movie. Advertisement: At the
same time, understanding "Split" in the context of "Unbreakable" helps illustrate exactly what is so
problematic about the movie. Writers tend to oversexualize youth in entertainment but more so high school
aged girls. The film shows us how Nina gets so mentally and emotionally engrossed in her character that she
develops a mental disorder of an Obssessive Compulsive types. She has just graduated from high school and
other than being an aspiring writer, has no plans for her life.


